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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with the general rational interpolation problem (GRIP) in the 
scalar case. In the recent work of Antoulas, Ball, Kang, and Willems the general 
solution to the GRIP has been derived in the framework of linear fractions using the 
so-called generating matrix as the main tool. Within this framework, the contribution 
here consists in a new approach of computing a particular 2 x 2 polynomial generat- 
ing matrix, based on the deep connection between Loewner and Hankel matriees. It 
turns out that given a fixed GRIP, we can readily obtain a unique veetor, called the 
Hankel vector, such that both of the allowable MeMillan degrees of interpolants to 
this GRIP and the corresponding polynomial generating matrix are completely deter- 
mined by this Hankel vector combined with its characteristic degrees and characteris- 
tic polynomials. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The present paper is concerned with the general unconstrained rational 
interpolation problem in the scalar ease and its connections with special 
matrices, which is one of the popular topics connected with the mathematical 
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theory of linear systems. Accordingly, all vectors, matrices, polynomials, etc. 
are assumed to be complex throughout. 
By a general rational interpolation problem (GRIP) we shall understand 
the following array of data: 
Y~,C ik ,  k=0,1  . . . . .  ~'~ - 1, i=1 ,2  . . . . .  0, (1.1) 
consisting of N = r 1 + ... + r o pairs of points, where Yi 4= Yj for i =/= j and 
ri is the multiplicity of the interpolation point Y~. For simplicity in the 
sequel, both the Yi's and Cik's are assumed to be finite. In the case when all 
r i = 1 in (1.1), we have the so-called simplest rational interpolation problem. 
A scalar function ~b(A) (with no poles in Y1 . . . . .  Yo) is said to be a solution or 
an interpolant to the GRIP (1.1) iff 
k=0,1  . . . . .  %-1 ,  i=1  . . . . .  0, (1.2) 
where the index (k) stands for the kth derivative with respect o A. 
Since the number of conditions (1.2) is finite, it makes sense to find 
among all rational functions the solutions (rational interpolants) to the GRIP 
(1.1). As is well known, there exists a unique polynomial t0(A) of degree at 
most N-  1, referred to as the Hermite (interpolation) polynomial of the 
GRIP (1.1), such that to(A) is a solution to (1.1). Given a rational function 
9(A) = f (A)  ' r, f coprime, (1.3) 
the complexity of Oh(A) is defined to be its McMillan degree: 
deg 4>(A) = max{deg r(A),  degf (  A)}. 
The basic object of the rational interpolation is to look for all correspond- 
ing rational interpolants to the GRIP (1.1) with an allowable MeMillan 
degree and to investigate the algebraic structure of the problem of 
parametrizing such interpolants. Here by the allowable MeMillan degrees we 
shall mean those positive integers I for which there exist rational interpolants 
~b(A) with deg 9(A) = I. 
The rational interpolation problem has a long history in mathematics. Its 
origin can be traced back to the work of Cauehy and Jaeobi in the first half of 
the last century. Recently the GRIP has been solved in the generalization of 
the so-called state space framework by Antoulas and Anderson [2, 3, 8], using 
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the (generalized) Loewner matrix as the main tool. A polynomial approach to 
rational interpolation was put forward in Antoulas and Willems [6] and 
Antoulas, Ball, Kang, and Willems [5]. For a recent, general account of 
rational interpolation, see Ball, Gohberg, and Rodman [9, 10]. 
The main tool in the polynomial approach is the so-called generating 
matrix, which in the scalar case is a 2 × 2 nonsingular polynomial matrix ® 
computed from the data (1.1), and is characterized in [5, 6]. It turns out there 
that once the generator ® is obtained, the parametric expression of all 
interpolants r(A)/f(A) of a given McMillan degree can be described in terms 
of linear fractions 
where u, v is a pair of parameter polynomials. It is important to realize that 
the generator O need not be polynomial, but is in general rational. Using this 
freedom in the choice of ®, one can perform rational interpolation with 
additional constraints: tability (poles in given regions of the complex plane), 
norm-boundedness, etc. For detailed iscussions of many of these develop- 
ments and their applications, we refer to [1, 4, 14, 19, 17, 7] and references 
therein. 
In this paper, a solution to the GRIP in the scalar case is presented in the 
framework of linear fractions. Since the general solution in this framework 
has been worked out in [5, 6], we focus on a novel approach of computing a
particular polynomial generating matrix from the data (1.1). The basis for the 
present paper is given by the deep connection between Loewner and Hankel 
matrices as well as the mentioning connection with the GRIP. These enable 
us to exploit he results known for Hankel matrices. The main tool adopted in 
our analysis is the notion of what we shall call the Hankel vector of a GRIP, 
which will lead to a fairly simple and more concrete formula for computing 
the generating matrix using only standard linear algebra manipulations on 
finite matrices. More precisely, it is shown, surprisingly, that with each fixed 
GRIP we may associate a unique vector, the Hankel vector of the GRIP, 
obtained from a solution to a specific system of linear equations, such that 
both of the allowable McMillan degrees of interpolants o this GRIP and the 
corresponding generating matrix are completely determined by that vector 
combined with its characteristic degrees and a pair of characteristic polyuo- 
Inials. A quantitative connection between the Hankel vector and the Hermite 
interpolation polynomial of a GRIP is established as well. Thus, roughly 
speaking, the main idea of the paper is to reduce the GRIP to what amounts 
to the partial realization problem of linear system theory. This latter problem 
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is a special case of the former in that one can view it as a high order 
interpolation at a single point (infinity). The solution of the partial realization 
problem is identical with the set of rational generators of the Hankel vector, 
which has been formulated by Heinig and Jungnickel [15] in detail. This idea, 
in particular, would doubtless be very advantageous numerically. Also, such a 
treatment yields some new results, and simpler proofs and a better under- 
standing of several known properties of the GRIP and of Loewner matrices, 
as by-products. 
Our paper is laid out as follows. Section 2 is of preliminary character; we 
collect some definitions and the necessary background for the generalized 
Loewner matrices and for rational generators of Hankel matrices. In Section 
3 we discuss in detail the existence and computational spects of the Hankel 
vector of a GRIP. The main result of this paper consists in finding a particular 
polynomial generating matrix and an explicit parametrization f all rational 
interpolants o a GRIP in terms of the Hankel vector. A complete analysis of 
these results forms the subject matter of Section 4, and simplified proofs for 
some previous known results on GRIP and Loewner matrices are derived as 
by-products. The final section, Section 5, contains the procedure to follow 
when solving a GRIP, and three numerical examples. 
2. THE GENERALIZED LOEWNER MATRICES AND RATIONAL 
GENERATORS OF HANKEL MATRICES 
To set up the framework, we first need some machinery of the general- 
ized Loewner matrices and rational generators of Hankel matrices (see, e.g., 
[2, 20] and [15, 16], respectively). 
Let 
( ,ut t Y = Yl . . . . .  Yl . . . . .  Y . . . . . .  and z = . . . , z  1 . . . . .  z . . . . . .  z~ 
, ,1 
be a pair of so-called interpolation vectors (IVs), where Yl . . . . .  y, (and 
z 1, . z v) are distinct; ly[ = E" = = . .  , i= lm,  i m,  the dimension of y; and Izl 
E'~= 1hi  = n ,  m + n = N.  Given polynomials f and g such that 
f (y , ) f ( z j )  #= O, i = 1 . . . . .  u ,  j = 1 . . . . .  v ,  (2.2) 
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we define the (generalized) Loewner matrices L = L!r : (g / f )  generated by 
g/ f  (and associated with the IVs y and z) via the formula 
L!,,: = (Lij)i j=,, ('2.3a) 
i " k l  m -1 n i I (K_ • . k /  whose ( , j ) th  block L~j = (l,j)~ 'l~d M ...... (C) ,~nth entries l,j deter- 
mined by the divided difference for mult ip le t~oints with respect to the 
rational fimction g/f: 
i.) = " ,  Y i ,  2,j . . . . .  .~  2'L g / f  k ! l !  dA ~ atx l
k+l  /+1  
] f (~)  f ( I x )  A - /x  
A = !t , ,  Ix ~- -  / 
(~.3b) 
if Yi = z/, the value on the right hand side of (2.3b) nmst be replaced with 
1 0~+l+l [g(A)] 
(4 + l + 1)r a -rrr+'+-' L I -~ J~, , ,~ ,  
Denote by Z,,~, n( Y, z) the class of such Loewner matrices associated with a 
fixed pair of IVs y and z as in (2.1) in advance. 
In particular, if Yl . . . . .  y,, z L . . . . .  z, are all distinct and m = u, n = t), 
we call y and z in (2.1) a pair of the simplest IVs, and the matrix L,j. : (g / f )  
in (2.3) a classical Loewner matrix generated by ~/f  (and associated with the 
IVs y and z). 
Notice that the (generalized) Loewner matrix L,j, : (g / f )  in (2.3) is built 
only on the N values and derivatives of the rational function g/f: 
i = ] . . . . .  u, k = 0 . . . . .  m~ - l, (2.4a) 
~.~/- - ( -~/~=~, j= l  . . . . .  ~, k=o . . . . .  n j -1 .  (2.4b) 
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In the sequel when we write L ~.~,,,, ( y, z) we shall mean that either that 
L = L ,  _ (g / f )  for a suitable g/ f  or that L is built on the finite values as Cik 
in (1.1'3',-which can be considered as the values and derivatives of some 
rational function. 
Let now Q denote the collection of Yi's in (1.1): 
Q = {f~ . . . . .  Y~ . . . . .  Yo . . . . .  Yo} (with length N) ,  (2.5) 
1" i "r o 
where Yi is listed % times. We assign to each Q as in (2.5) a polynomial A(A) 
of degree N: 
0 
A(A) = I-- I(x - Y~)~'. (2.6) 
i= l  
Let us partition Q arbitrarily into a pair of IVs y and z, called a pair of IVs of 
Q, such that in case of multiple points equal Yi's have consecutive indices in 
both y and z, and the sum of lengths of sets {k: Yk = Yi} and {k: z~ = Yi} is 
equal to %, i = 1 . . . . .  0. Given a fixed pair of IVs y and z as in (2.1) of Q in 
(2.5), the GRIP (1.1) determines uniquely a (generalized) Loewner matrix 
L = Lr¢ ,.(to) ~.2'~m, ,( y, z), where to(A), of degree N - 1 at most, is the 
Hermite interpolation polynomial of (1.1). It is obvious that Ly,~(to)= 
Ly, ~(~b) whenever ~b(A) is a solution to (1.1). Thus, we have the first part of 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let y and z be a fixed pair of IVs of Q in (2.5) with I y l = m 
and I zl = n .  To  each fixed GRIP with Q as the collection of interpolation 
points, we associate a unique m × n Loewner matrix L ~.~,,,,,(y, z) such 
that L = Ly, ~(qb) is independent of the solution qb chosen for this GRIP. 
Conversely, each Loewner matrix L in 2rn,n(y , Z) determines uniquely a 
GRIP of the form (1.1) up to a constant summand for C,0: 
Yi, Cio + d,Cil  . . . . .  Ci r 1, i = 1, . . .  0, (2.7) 
such that the Loewner matrix L is to be built on the values of the data (2.7) 
and associated with the IVs y and z. Consequently, if L = Ly z(to)= 
L,,, -~( too), where both of to(A) and to0(A) are polynomials of degree iyl + Izl 
- 1 at truest, then to(A) - to0(A) = const. 
The proof of the second part of Lemma 2.1 involves straightforward but 
rather tedious manipulations and will be omitted. 
For additional information about Loewner matrices we refer to [13] and 
[12]. 
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As mentioned earlier, we also need to recall some results concerning an 
explicit parameterization of the rational generators for a Hankel matrix, due 
to Heinig and Jungniekel [15] (see also [16]). By an m × n Hankel matrix H, 
__  m -  1 ,  n - | we shall mean a matrix of the form H - (hi +2)~.2 =0 . Denote by ~,,, ,, the 
class of all m + n Hankel matrices. Let g(A) and f (A)  be ~a pair of 
polynomials uch that deg g < deg f .  I f  the strictly proper rational function 
&()O = g(a) / f (M has the Laurent expansion at infini F 
g(a) 
~b(a) - f (a )  Y[ h2_~)t-;, (2.8) 
j= l  
then the k x 1 Hankel matrix generated by g/ f  is, by definition, the matrix 
Hkt (g / f )  = (h V -1't-1 , i+j,i,j=o , where both k and l are arbitrary positive inte- 
gers. Suppose now we are given a fixed positive integer N and 
b = (h~) . . . . .  hx ~)t ¢ C x-1.  We introduce the k × 1 Hankel matrices, 
k+l=N,  
[ .  . k - l  l i 
/-/k,[t'] = (2.9) 
I f  for any k and 1 such that k + I= N we have Hk~[b]-~ Hkt (g / f ) ,  
deg g < degf ,  then we call the strictly" proper rational function g/ f  a 
rational generator to b ~ C A;- * or to the Hankel matrix Hkt[b] in (2.9). 
Clearly, this is equivalent o 
b -- Hx_ l ,  1 
or, what is the same, 
g(Z)  N-1 
E hj + o(a 
f (A )  j=l  
Now we review the notion of the characteristic degrees and characteristic 
polynomials of a vector. Let 0 =~ b = (h 0 . . . . .  h~, ~) t ~ C N- I  and m = 
[N/2],  the integer part of N/2 .  Then the characteristic degrees n I = hi(b) 
and n 2 =n2(b)  o fb  ~ C N 1 are def inedbv 
rank H ...... [b ] ,  if N is even 
n~= rankH ...... + l [b ] ,  i fN i sodd  and n2=N-n  ~. (2.11) 
In general, it is known [16] that 
n I _<n 2 and rankHkt [b  ] = min{k, l ,  nl}, k + l  =N.  (2.19.) 
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Denote by C,(A) the class of polynomials of degree at most n, and by 
C,°(A) the sUbclass consisting of all monic polynomials of degree n. Put 
= (1, A . . . . .  At-1)KerHkl[b], k +l  =N,  (2.13) 
a subspace of CI_~(A). It follows from (2.12) that n I = n 2 = N/2 iff N is 
even and the Hankel matrix H,, , [b] is regular. In this case dim 5~,, + 1 = nj 
1, 2 ~ ' L 
+ 1 - (n 1 - 1) = 2 by (2.13), so that there exists a pair of polynomials p(A) 
and q(z) in C,t(A) forming a basis of ~,,~+1, which will be called a pair of 
characteristic polynomials of the vector b ~ C N- 1. In the case nj < n e, we 
have that dim d,,~+~ = 1 by (2.12), (2.13) again, so that there exists p(A) 
C~(A) forming a basis of 5~¢~1+1. Similarly, if 1 < n 1 < n 2, we have that 
r12--Tl 1 dimza~, ,+l=n2-n l+2andp(A)  Ap(A) . . ,  A jg(A) d . . ,  sothat 
there exists q(A) ~ C,~(A) such that p(A), ,~p(lt) . . . . .  ,V'~-",p(A), q(A) form 
a basis of 5~,,z+1. In case 1 = n 1 < he, choose an arbitrary q(A) ~ C,,[A) 
such that p(]),  Ap(A) . . . . .  A"~-~p(A), q(a) are linearly independent. Such 
(p(A), q(A)) will also be called a pair of characteristic polynomials of b 
C N- 1 in the case n I < n e. For our purpose it is convenient to choose pairs of 
so-called canonical characteristic polynomials of b ~ C N-t such that either 
p(A) ~ C°x(A) and deg q(A) < n z or q(A) ~ C,°(A) and deg p(A) < n~. 
Such canonical pairs of characteristic polynomials do always exist. 
Given now 0 -~ b = (h o .. . .  , hN_ 2) t ~ C N- I with characteristic degrees 
n 1 and n 2 and a canonical pair of characteristic polynomials (p(A), q(A)): 
r t  I ? /2  
p(A) = Ep•M and q(A)= E qjM, 
j=0 j=0 
we denote by S(p) and S(q) the symmetrizers of p(A) and q(A), respec- 
tively: 
S(p)  = 
Pl P2 .'. P,,, ] 
P2 M,,,(C), 
S(q)  = 
ql q2 "" q,,~ ] 
el2 ~ Mn~( C ) 
qn2 
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Define in turn polynomials T(A) ~ C,, _.I(A) and 8(A) ~ C,~, I(A)via 
~(,) = (1, a . . . . .  , " , - '  s (p ) (h0  . . . . .  h,, _ , ) ' ,  
a( , )  = (~, ,  . . . . .  , v '~- ' )S (q ) (h , ,  . . . . .  t , , , _ , ) ' .  
(2.14) 
It is known [15] that the constant cr = q(0)T(0) - p(0)8(0) does not vanish, 
and 
q( , )~( , )  - p ( , )~( , )  = ~,  (2.15) 
so that the pairs of polynomials (p(A), q(A)), (q(A), 8(A)), and (p(A), 3/(A)) 
are all coprime, respectively. 
The next result is concerned with a complete parametrization of rational 
generators to a vector b ~ CX 1. 
THEOREM 2.2 [15]. Let O-¢b~C N- l ,  nl, n 2, (p(X),q(A)), anct 
(34t), 6(X)) be as before, and let i (b )  = n~ - deg p(X). Then the complete 
parametrization of the class Jnn of rational generators to b ~ C x - i  with 
every McMillan degree n < N can be described in the following way: 
(a) I f  n 1 = n 2, then 
i if n < nl, 
. (a )~( , )  + ~(,)~(,)  
~,, = ~- (A -~- )  +-~A)  :gcd(u, v) = 1, 
,, ~ c2_ , , , (a ) ,  ,~ ~ c . . . .  : ( * ) /  / f  " >- n,. 
) 
(b) I f  n 1 < nz and A(b) = O, then 
Q 
p(x)  j 
= /u(a)~,(a) +,)(z)a(a) 
~-(~-) p -~+ 7(-~q~ A) : ged(u, v) = 1, 
U e Cn0__[ll(•), " ~ Cll__?12(/~)} 
if n < n 2 and n =/= n~ 
!f n = n,, 
i f  tl ~ n2. 
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(c) I f  n l < n z and A(b)  > O, then 
= / ~  + v~q- - -~ gcd(u, v) = 1, 
, ,  c,,_,,,( A), v } 
n <n2,  
i f  n > n 2. 
We remark that in case b = 0 ~ C N- 1 the set of its rational generators i
obviously identical with 
{0} U { f :degf -degh>_N) ,  (2.16) 
which says that Theorem 2.2 is also true for the case b = 0 ~ C N-l if we 
take n 1 = 0, n 2 = N, p(A) = t~(A) = l, and q(A) = T(A) = 0 therein. This 
clearly displays the fact that the corresponding set of allowable McMillan 
degrees of rational generators consists of 0, N, N + 1,. i . .  
3. THE HANKEL VECTOR OF A GRIP 
The main work of the section lies in showing the existence and discussing 
in detail the computational spects of the Hankel vector of a GRIP. The basic 
results here are stated and proved in Theorems 3.3 and 3.6. 
We use the following notation throughout this section for polynomials and 
matrices associated with a pair of IVs y and z defined via (2.1): 
i = 1 ,2  . . . . .  u,  k =0,1  . . . . .  m i -  1, (3.1a) 
j= l  
bjl( ~ ) 
b( ) 
\1+ 1 ' (A  - 
j= l ,2  . . . . .  v, I=0 ,1  . . . . .  n j -1 ,  (3.1b) 
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a(A) = . (a )b(a ) .  
~V!! 
W, / 
~ M, . (C) ,  e M,,(c), 





It will be convenient to have the following lemmas before proving 
Theorem 3.3. 
LEMMA 3.1 [12]. Let y and z be a pair of IVs as in (2.1), and Qk of 
order k be the flip matrix (6, k j i), i, j = 0, 1 . . . . .  k - 1. Let J( y,) [ j(  zj)] 
be the Jordan block of order'm, [nj] with y~ [zj] along the diagonal and 1 
along the superdiagonal. Then 
11 
W,y,j = diag[ Q,,, a,,,,, _ ,(J( g~) ],= ,, 
w.v.  = a~ag[e,,, j,,, _ , ( l ( - j  
(3.4a) 
(3.4b) 
where V!j and V, stand for the generalized Vander~nonde matrices corre- 
spondinF to y and z, respectively: 
v,=[p, , , , , , , (y,)  ... e,,, , , , , ,(y,,)]~M,,,(c), 
v=[e , , , , , (~ , )  --. e, , , , , (~,~)]~M,,(C),  
(3.,5) 
whereas 
(Pk,I(A))Q) = ( j )  A~-J, i=o ,  1 . . . . .  k - l ,  j=0 ,1 , . . . ,1 -1 .  
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LEMMA 3.2 [20]. Let y and z be a pair of  IVs as. in (2.1), l yl = m, 
]zl = n, and let W,j and W_ be as in (3.3). Then the mapping J r  defined by 
~'-(H) = W,~HW:' VH ~, , . , ,  (3.6) 
zs an isomorphism of the classes ~ .... and 2,,,, ,( y, z). 
For the proof of Lemma 3.2 we could simply refer to [20] (for a different 
proof of this result, see [12, Theorem 3.3]), but the idea of the proof, which 
carries on the one of [13] or [20], will be very useful in the proofs of Theo- 
rems 3.3 and 3.6 below. Given a rational function Q(A) having the expansion 
at infinity 
v¢ 
Q(A) = Qd Ad + Qd_IA d-1 + .." +Qo + Y'~ Q-k  A-k,  d < m + n - 2~ 
k=l 
and the fixed parameters h 0, h 1 . . . . .  h,,+,,_ 2, we define a functional via 
d 
[9(A)] = E 9kh . (3.7) 
k=0 
Note that for an arbitrary but fixed number hm+,,_ 1, the functional in (3.7) 
can be extended to Q(A) with d _< m + n - 1 in its expansion at infinity. 
Now let H = (hi+d)~)-=16n-1 ~¢7,,,, have a rational generator H(A) /F (A)  of 
McMillan degree less than N (by Theorem 2.2) such that H(A) /F (A)  = 
~ ohjA -y-1 (expansion at infinity) for some numbers h,,~+,~_l, h ,+ j=  n ~ . . . .  
Then there exists a unique pair of polynomials W(A) and R(A) such that 
H(A)A(1)  = F(A)W(A)  - R(A) and deg R(A) < deg F(A), where A(A) is 
defined via (3.2). It is shown in [20] that with the given parameters 
h 0 . . . . .  hm+n_ 2, h,,+,_ 1, the value [A(A)/(A - Y)]$ makes sense and is 
defined as a function of the variable Y, and that W(Y)  = [A(A)/(A - Y)]J, 
as well, which is a rational generator (polynomial) for the Loewner matrix 
L = W,jHV¢, t, that is, L = Ly, z(W). 
Taking into account the remark on Lemma 3.2 above, we have the 
following significant result. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let the GRIP (1.1) be given, and w(A) ~ C N_ l(A) be its 
h t Hervnite polynomial. Then there exists a unique vector b = (h o . . . . .  N-,z) 
C Y-1 such that 
= (3 .8 )  
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whenever y, : are an arbitrary pair of IVs of Q in (2.5) with dimensions I y l 
and I z ], respectively. 
Proof. Let y' and :'  be a fixed pair of IVs of Q in (2.5), l y'l = m', 
tz'l = n', ,{ + n' = N. Write E = L ,/ , =, ( to ). In x4ew of Lenuna 3.2, there 
,,  ~,,,'-1.,,' l such that exists a unique m' x n' Hankel matrix H = tn,+j~.;~o 
E = W!/HW!. 
Let us denote by b the vector (1l{} . . . . .  h N e) t ~ C"  i corresponding to H. 
We shall prove that with this chosen b ~ C x 1 (3.8) is valid for an arbitraD' 
pair of IVs y and z of Q in (2.5). Indeed, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that 
there exists a rational generator H(A) /F (A)  to b ~ C x - I ,  deg H(A)< 
deg F(A) < N, such that the expansion of H(A) /F (A)  at infinity, is of the 
form 
H(A) 
19,~ J-~ F(A) .;=o 
for some suitable numbers h N_ ~, hx,,. .  Now let W(A), R(A) be the 
unique pair of polynomials uch that H(A) A(A) = F(A)W(A) - R(A) and 
deg R(A) < deg F(A). By the exposition follou4ng Lemma 3.2, with the fixed 
parameters h{} . . . . .  hN-2, hs - l ,  the value [A(A)/(A - Y )1 $ makes sense as 
a function of the variable Y, and is identical with the polynoInial W(Y), 
which is a generating polynomial in C~, ~(A) to the Loewner matrix E = 
L,/.:,(w), i.e., E = L,/..,(to) = L!/, :,(W). Thus by' the last part of Lemma 
2.1, there exists a constant d such that w(A) = W(A) + el. Consider now an 
arbitraB ~pair of IVs y and z of Q in (2.5), determined by, say, (2.1) and the 
Loewner matrix L = L,~ _(w(a)) = L,j _(W(A) + d). Denote by l~fl  the 
(k, l)th entry, in the (i, j)t'h block of L. A-similar manipulation to that used in 
the proof of [20, Lemma 3.2] leads to 
[ ~ . . . . .  Y~' =J . . . . .  :.i] 
1 (Ix) - -  
(X ~'~-)k+ 1 (X--  ~.L)/+1 =Y~ P'==, = [aik( x)bJl( x)]~, 
: ('W,jHI~I.I:I[b ]W:t)ik.j,, 
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where a(A), aik(A) and b(A), bfl(A) are defined via (3.1a) and (3.1b), 
respectively. Hence (3.8) is valid for an arbitrary pair of IVs y and z of Q in 
(2.5). It remains to show the uniqueness of the vector of b ~ C :¢- i. But that 
is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2 and (3.8). • 
The above observation is a crucial one with respect o the GRIPs to be 
studied. In the sequel, instead of working with the Loewner matrices deter- 
mined by the GRIP (1.1), we shall work directly with the unique vector b 
given in Theorem 3.3. With the help of Theorem 3.3, it is natural to 
introduce the following concept: 
DEFINITION 3.4. Given a GRIP (1.1), the unique vector b E C N-l 
constructed in Theorem 3.3 such that (3.8) holds for an arbitrary pair of IVs 
y and z of Q in (2.5) is called the Hankel vector of (1.1). Accordingly, the 
characteristic degrees and characteristic polynomials of this Hankel vector 
can be referred to as those of the GRIP (1.1). 
As an application of Theorem 3.3, we have readily the following corollary 
with a simpler proof, whose part (b) has been proved in [2, Corollary 2.24] 
based on the main Lemma 2.5 therein. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Given a GRIP (1.1), let to(A) be its Hermite polynomial 
and let nl, n 2 be the characteristic degrees of its Hankel vector b. I f  y and z 
are a pair of IVs of Q in (2.5), then 
rank Ly. ~(to) = min{[ y{, {zl, n,}. (3.9) 
In particular: 
(a) For arbitrary but fixed natural numbers m and n such that m + 
n =N,  
rank Ly. ,(to) = min{m, n, nl} = const 
provided y and z are a pair of IVs of Q in (2.5) such that {yl = m and 
Izl = n. Accord ing ly ,  i f  m = [N/2], then all m x m (if N is even) or all 
m x (m + 1) ( i fN  is odd) Loewner matrices built on the data (1.1) have the 
same rank n l. 
(b) For a pair of IVs y and z of p in (2.5), /f { y 1, { z{ > n 1, 
rank Ly. ~(to) = n I. 
Proof. The main result (3.9) follows from Theorem 3.3 and (2.12), both 
of Wy and W z in (3.3) being invertible. The remainder is obvious by this 
main result. • 
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For practical applications one would like to be able to compute the 
Hankel vector h E CN-’ of the GRIP (1.1) directly from the original 
interpolation data. The next theorem deals with this computation, and (3.10) 
below can be considered as an extreme case of the matrix equation (3.8). 
THEOREM 3.6. Let b = (h,, . . . , hN_2)f E C”-’ he the Hankel vector 
of the GRIP (1.1). Then th ere exists a unique complex number d such that 
(c,,, ,..., c,,.,_, ,..., c,, ,..., C,._,)‘= W&h,, ,..., h,m,,d)“> (3.10) 
where Wo E M,(C) is invertible and is defined by 
A,,(h) = 
4 A) 
(A - YJk+’ . 
(3.11) 
Proof. In view of the proof of Theorem 3.3, for a given sequence of 
numbers of h,,...,h,_,, h,_, (where h,- 1 is a fixed complex number), 
there exists a constant d’ such that f(Y) = [ A( A)/( A - Y )] _1 + d’ is a 
polynomial interpolant to the GRIP (1.1). Thus, for i = 1,. . . , 8, we have by 
(3.7), (3.10, and (1.2) that 
'i0 = + d’ = [ 4,,(91~ + d’ 
= I *N-, + A%-‘(0) A”-” + . . . +A, (N - 2)! 10 (0) 1 + d’ 1 
= Ai,(0)h, + 
A$‘,‘( 0) 
l!h, + ..a + 
A$-“‘@) 
(N _ 2)! h,-, + h,-, + d 
Cik = &f(k)(Y) 
A(h) 
(A - Yi)k+l 
= [Aik( A)]1 
= AiL(O + 
A(;)( 0) 
Th, + ... + 
A\;-“-“(O) 
(N _ k _ I)! hNpk-” 
k = l,...,~, - 1. 
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Put now d = h N_ 1 Jr- d'. Then it is obvious that all the equations above are 
equivalent to the system (3.10). Finally, the uniqueness of d is an immed- 
iate consequence of the nonsingularity of the WQ, which is derived from 
Lemma 3.1. • 
We remark that Fiedler [13] has also considered the equation (3.10) in the 
case of the simplest rational interpolation problem only. 
Note that the matrix WQ ~ MN(C) given in (3.10), (3.11) depends only 
on Q in (2.5), and not on the values of the Cik'S in (1.1). 
Combining Theorem 3.6 with Lemma 3.1, we obtain readily a closed form 
explicit representation formula for the Hankel vector in terms of the original 
interpolation data. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Given the GRIP (1.1), let b = ( h o . . . . .  h N_ 2 )t ~ C N- 1 
be the Hankel vector. With the notation in Theorem 3.6, we have 
WQ = diag[ Qr Ai,r _ l(Jr,( Yi) )]°= lVQ 1, (3.12) 
(3.13) 
where Q~, is the flip matrix of order r,, J~,(Yi) the Jordan block of order ri, 
and V 9 the generalized Vandervrugnde matrix associated with A( A): 
vQ = . . .  
i i • i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,N -  1, j=0 ,1  . . . . .  1 -1 .  
Moreover, 
(3.14) 
In particular, if all zi = 1 (and thus 0 = N, Y1 . . . . .  YN distinct and 
Q = {Yl . . . . .  YN}), then (3.14) can be reduced to 
N 
h, E r/l-I = - Ck0 ,  0 < l < N - 2 .  (3 .15)  
k=l  j~k  
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We remark that the inverse of the matrix Ju(Yk - )~) ( j  # k) occurring 
in (3.14) can be expressed in terms of the explicit formula 
-9  - c~k; . . . .  ( - 1 ) u - 1 akj~ 
1 ~kj 
-2  
- -  Olkj 
O~kj I 
(3.16) 
where akj = Y~ - Y;, k ¢ j .  Furthermore, in case of necessity, the matrix 
~ u l ~  ~n ~u)nct;io (j theko)in(f3A~Ica;'satl~,°a?e formulated by a well-known 
r,.)-', 
.j~ k 
=A 1(J4 rk)) 
f(Yk) f°)(Yk) 
1 
(~k - 1)!  
f('~(Yk) 
f (Yk)  
(3.17) 
where f(A)  stands for the complex rational function 1/Ak, ,~ l(A). 
The above considerations how that the problem of determining the 
Hankel vector of a GRIP  can be readily achieved with the aid of the explicit 
formula (3.14). Moreover, the description of W~ t in (3.13) together with 
(3.14) can be used, on one hand, to derive a numerical algorithm to find the 
Hankel vector of a GRIP, and, on the other hand, to develop a fast recursive 
algorithm to update the Hankel vector in an explicit manner when some Cik 
are changed or some new data (Yi, Cik), i > 0 + 1, k = 0 . . . . .  % - 1, are 
provided, without having to start from scratch. Detailed discussions of these 
developments will be treated elsewhere. 
An example will now illustrate the recursiveness aspects of determining 
the Hankel vector. 
I EXAMPLE 3.8. Let Y1 = 0, Y2 = 1, Y3 = 2; C m = 0, C20 = 0, C21 = ~, 
C22 = 0, C23 = 3, C30 = 1. Then, after a simple computation, the formula 
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(3.14) with N = 6, T I = T 3 = 1, r 2 = 4, and Q = {0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2} produces 
the Hankel vector 
b = PsI(Y1)(Y1 - -  Y2) -4 (y1  - -  Y3) - IC lo  
"~ ~54(Y2)J4(Y2 - -  YI)-IJ4(Y2 -- Y3) I(c23,C22,C2l,C2o)t 
Jr- P5 I (Y3) (Y3  - y1) - I (y3  - y2) -4C30 
1 1 
1 2 1 
1 3 3 
1 4 6 
1010][ 
-1  0 -1  




=( -3 ,  -5  1, 
1 I f  now we choose the same GRIP but C23 = ~, the corresponding Hankel 
vector b ~ C 5 can be achieved with the aid of  the original Hankel vector b 
without having to start from scratch. Indeed, by (3.14), 
- -  b = P54(Y2) j4 (Yo  - Y1) - l j4 (Y2  - Y3) - l (½,  - 3,0 ,0 ,0 )  t. 
Thus, 
__5 = ( -3 ,  7 , -2 , -1 ,~)  t -  } ( -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 )  t 
i I 3 )t .  = -gO,  4 , g ,g ,  
In addition, if new data, say, Y4 = 3, C40 = 1, are provided for the original 
GRIP, then (3.14) with 
N= 7, r I = % = r 4 = 1, % =4,  and Q = {0 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,3}  
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yields the corresponding Hankel vector: 
b' = P~4(Y2) J4 (¥2-  Y1) 'J4(Yo_ - Y3) 1j4(Y2 - Y4) '(C2,3, c22, C2,, Cm,)' 
-I- P~sI(Y:3)(Y3 - Y I ) - I (y3  - Y2) -4 (Y3  - Y4) -  Ic30 
+ e~1(Y4)(Y~ - y , ) -1 (y~ _ ~) - -4 (¥~ _ Y :~)- 'C~o 
= I P54('Y2)I4(Y2 - ~l) - l J4 (Y2  - Y3) ' 
[ (1 5 10 10)J4(Y. 2 2"1) -1  " - -  -- j4 (~ Y3) -1 
IC~,3 ]
:ii 
[ es,(Y3)(Y3 - Y1)-'(Y.~ - Y~) '1" 'c 
+[  3.2(Y~ - ¥1)-1(Y3 y.~)-4 tY:~ - ~4)- :~,, 
+P61(Y4) (Y4  - Y1) - I (y4  - Y2) 4(y4 - Y3) -1C40 
i10 1 01l 1 -1  -1  -1  -1  2 4 .~ 16 
= -1  -2  -2  -2  
I -1  -3  -4  -4  4 
-1  -4  -7  -8  I 
-1  -5  -11  -15  
- -  +~g 
4 1 1 5 )t 
= -~,1,~, ~, ~, 6 . 
We note that a formula for the Hankel vector will appear in Corollary. 4.2 
later on, which is related to the Hermite interpolation polynomial of a GRIP. 
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4. THE PARAMETRIZATION OF ALL RATIONAL 
INTERPOLANTS TO A GRIP: MAIN RESULTS 
In this section our goal is to construct a particular 2 × 2 polynomial 
generating matrix and further all corresponding rational interpolants to a 
GRIP with a given allowable MeMillan degree, using the Hankel vector 
described in the previous section as the main tool. Going from the Hankel 
vector to GRIP setting has a very big advantage. This is that once the vector 
is obtained, the corresponding generating matrix will follow using only simple 
linear algebra manipulation on finite matrices related to the Hankel vector. 
The first step toward this goal is to investigate the close relation between 
the proper rational interpolants o the GRIP (1.1) with degree at most N - 1 
and the rational generators to the Hankel vector b ~ C N- 1 of this GRIP, 
which can be considered as an improvement of Lemma 4.4 in [20]. Here a 
rational function r (a ) / f (a )  is said to be proper if deg r(a) < deg f(a). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let b = (h 0 . . . . .  hN_2) E C N- 1 and w(A) be the Han- 
kel vector and the Hermite polynomial of the GRIP (1.1), respectively, and 
A(a) be as in (2.6). Then there exists a one to one correspondence b tween the 
class of proper rational interpolants to the GRIP (1.1) with degree at most 
N - 1, ~ = {r / f :  r / f  is an interpolant to the GRIP (1.1), deg r < degf  < 
N, gcd(f, r) = 1}, and the subclass of the rational generators to b ~ C N-1 
with degree at most N - 1, •= { h / f  : h / f  is a rational generator to b, 
deg h < deg f < N, gcd(f, h) = gcd(f, A) = 1}; this means that given 
h / f  ~ X,  there exists a unique polynomial r(A) fulfilling the equation 
h(A) A(A) = f (a )  w(X) - r (* )  (4.1) 
such that r / f  ~ ~a~, and conversely. 
Proof. Suppose first h(a) / f (a )~X.  Then, by definition, gcd(h , f )=  
gcd(f, A) = 1 and deg h < deg f < N, so that there exists a unique pair of 
polynomials W(A) and rl(a) such that 
h(a)  A(*) = W(* ) f (a )  - rl()t), deg r l (a)  < deg f (a ) .  (4.2) 
These imply that gcd(f, q )  = 1 and 
h(a) r,(a) 
f(Z) A(A) = W(A) f(X) ' 
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and therefore, in view of gcd(f, A) = 1 and A’k’(Y,) = 0 Vi, k, 
Vi, k. (4.3) 
According to the proof of Theorem 3.3, we have that W(h) + d is a 
polynomial interpolant to the GRIP (1.1) f or a suitable constant d, where the 
degree of W(h) is at most N - 1 by (4.2). Due to the uniqueness of the 
Hermite polynomial in C,_ ](A), we derive that W(A) + d = w(A), and thus 
r,(A)/f(A) + 1 c 1s a rational interpolant to the GRIP (1.1) as well by (4.3). 
Putting now r(A) = rl( A) + df( A), we obtain that r(A)/‘(A) E 9, since 
deg r(A) < deg f( A) and gcd(f, r) = 1 by (4.2). Now (4.1) follows immecl- 
ately from (4.2) with r,(A) and W(A) therein replaced by t-c A) - df( A) and 
w(A) + d. respectively. 
Conversely, assume that r(A)/“(A) E 9. Then gcd(r, f) = gcd(f, A) = 1 
and deg r I deg f < N. Let h,( A)/'f,( A) be a fixed member of q noting 
that Z is nonempty by Theorem 2.2. According to what we have already 
proved in the first part, we have that there exist 77 E C and a polynomial 
ro( A). deg r. < deg f, such that 
(4.4) 
On the other hand, the fact that r(A)/“(A) E 9 implies that 
for i = 1,. . . , 8, k = 0, 1,. . . , 7i - 1, and therefore (4.1) is valid for a 
suitable but unique polynomial h(A) with deg h < degf. It follows then 
from (4.4) and (4.1) that 
hd A) 4 A) --- 
.fo( A) f( A) 1 
r(A) f-d A) + d-o(A) - - A(A) = f(A) _/-o(A) ’ 
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Thus we have that either ho(A)/ fo(A)  = h(A) / f (A )  ~22~or 
N + deg[ho( ,~)f()t) - h( A)fo( )t)] 
= deg[ r( Z)fo(Z) - f (~)  ro(A) - r/f( A)fo( A)] 
< deg[f( / l ) fo(  A)], 
which is equivalent to 
deg[f()t)fo(A)] - deg[ho(A)f(A ) - h(A)fo(A)] >__ N. 
This last inequality ensures that the Laurent expansions of ho(A)/ fo(A)  and 
of h(A) / f (A )  at infinity have the same coefficients in A -~ for k = 1 . . . . .  N 
- 1, so that h(X) / f (A )  ~,,~(as well, because gcd(h , f )  = gc(f, A) = 1 and 
deg h < deg f. • 
COaOLLARY 4.2. Let b = (h 0 . . . . .  hN_2) t E C N- I ' ,  o)(1~) = ~TZolWjt~ j, 
and A(A) = Ey=oAjM (A~¢ = 1) be as in Theorem 4.1. Then 
and 
( ) ] b =HN_I, 1 A(A) ]' 
WN- 1 = ANho, 
WN_ 2 ~- AN_ lh  o + ANh 1, 
Proof. 
(4.5a) combined with the fact that W(¥1) = C10. 
(4.5a) 
(4.55) 
w 1 = A2h o + A3h 1 + ... +ANhN_2,  
N-1  
w o = C~o - w~y 1 . . . . .  WN_ IY  1 • 
(4.5a) follows from (4.1) immediately, and (4.5b) follows from 
Corollary 4.2 declares in fact that if e0(A) is known, then we can obtain 
the Hankel vector b by means of (4.5a). Conversely, w()t) can be computed 
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via (4.5b) from the Hankel vector b combined with one of the conditions 
(1.2) as well. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. G iven  a GRIP as in the first part of Example 3.8, find the 
Hermite polynomial to(A). Since b =( -3 , -  ~,5 _2,_ l ,~)t_ ~ C '~ and 
A(A) = 26 A - 1)4(A - 2), we have by (4.5b) 
to (* )  = - -½) t (6}t  4 -- 3 ]A  a + 58A 2 - 48A + 15) .  
Making use of Theorem 4.1 combined with Theorem 2.2, we will obtain 
directly a complete parametrization f all proper rational interpolants to the 
GRIP (1.1) with every MeMillan degree less than N in terms of the 
characteristic degrees hi, no and characteristic polynomials p(A), q(A) of the 
Hankel vector b ~ C N- ~. Note that the coprimeness constraint on r(A) and 
f(A) in the following theorem has been expressed equivalently as a coprime- 
ness constraint on the parameter polynomials n(A) and v(A) together with 
the condition that gcd(f, A) = 1. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let O¢b =(h0 . . . . .  hN_2) aC  '~'-~ and to(A) bethe 
Hankel vector and the Hervnite polynomial of the GRIP (1.1), respectively. 
Let (n l, n 2) and (p(A), q(A)) be the characteristic degrees and a canonical 
pair of characteristic polynomials of b ~ C N- i. Let ~ be as in Theorem 4.1. 
Further, define the polynomials a(A) and /3(A) via 
~(a)  = p(a ) to (a )  - v (a )a ( , ) ,  /3(a) = q(a ) to ( , )  - a (a )A( , ) ,  
(4.6) 
where T(A) and 8(A) are as in (2.14), and A(A) as in (2.6). Then the subclass 
~',, of ~ consisting of proper rational interpolants to the GRIP (1.1) with 
McMillan degree n no greater than N - 1 can be described in the fidlowing 
way: 
(a) I fn  1 = n,~ (and therefi)re deg p(A) = n I > deg q(A)), then 
{ n( , )~( , )  +v(*)13(*)  ~(a) ~ c ° u( , )p ( , )  + v (a )q( , )  : Jr,-,,,(*), v ( , )  E c ...... ( , ) ,  
gcd(u,v)  = ged(up + vq, A) = 1}, n >_ n~. 
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(b) If n 1 < n 2 and deg p()t) = n 1 (and therefore deg q()t) < n2), then 
= 
~0, n <n 2,n ~n 1, 
a(A) :gcd(p ,A)= l} 
p(,) 
{ u( , )~( , )  + ~( , )~( , )  
u-(~-) p - -~ + v( * )q(* )  : 
ged(u,v)  = gcd(up + vq, A) = 1}, 
n ~n l ,  
u(,)  e c.?_n.(,), v( , )  e c._°~(,). 
n ~ n 2 . 
(e) I f% < n 2 and deg p(h) < n 1 (and therefore deg q(h) = n2), then 
= 
0,  
[ +_ v( a)e(2  
] ~ u(a)p(h)  + v(,t)q(a) .u(a) ~ C,_,,(A), 
v()t) EC,°_,2(A), ged(u,v)  =ged(up+vq, A) =1}, 
n < n2,  
n>n 2. 
We point out that the restriction on the MeMillan degree n to be no 
greater than N - 1 in Theorem 4.4 is not essential for the theorem to be 
valid. This will become apparent later on. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.4, we have the following 
COROLLARY 4.5. Under the assumption of Theorem 4.4, we have 
n, = max{deg a(a ) ,  deg p( a)} < max{deg 13(a), deg q( 2,)} = n z. 
(4.7) 
Proof. Observe by (2.15) and (4.6) that 
d , [a (a )  /3(A)] = 
et[p(A)  q(A) ]  ot(A)q(a) - /3 (a )p(A)  = -~rA(a) ,  (4.8) 
where o" 4= 0 is as in (2.15). We prove first (4.7) in ease (a) of Theorem 4.4 
[i.e., when n 1 = n 2 and therefore deg p(A) = n 1 > deg q(A)]; To do this, it 
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suffices to show that deg a(A) < n I by (4.8). If deg a(A) > n 1, according to 
(a) of Theorem 4.4 with n = n 1, then ~,,, would be the set of the form 
+ 3"t3(x) } 
p(A) + ~,q(A) :O*  3 '~C,  ged(p+ 3"q ,A)  = 1 c2 ,  
where the class ~'  is defined as in Theorem 4.1, and the numerator 
a(A) + T/3(A) therein would be of degree m, m _> deg ~(A), for a suitable 
0 :~ 3' ~ C such that gcd(p(A) + yq(A), A(A)) = 1, whence deg[ot(A) + 
y/3(A)] > deg[ p(A) + yq(A)] = n> a contradiction with the fact that ~,,, c 
~9~. Thus, max{deg a(A), deg p(A)} = n~. This together with (4.8) ensures in 
turn that deg/3(A) = n 2 and max{deg/3(A),deg q(A)} = n z in the case 
n 1 = n 2. In a similar manner, we can verify that (4.7) is valid as well in cases 
(b) and (e) of Theorem 4.4. • 
In the case of all r i = 1 in (1.1), the polynomial matrix of order 2 
(4.9) 
p(A) q(a)  ] 
constructed in Equation (4.8) is identical with the matrix O(A) of the 
so-called column reduced form in [6, 5] after a possible normalization by a 
nonzero constant, and therefore the characteristic degrees n 1, n 2 are, of 
course, the same as the so-called reachability indices given in [5]. 
In the second part of this section we will expand on the approach to the 
GRIP based on the Hankel vector and show how the result given in Theorem 
4.4 can be extended to the general case. 
Motivated by Theorem 4.4, it is natural to ask if the 2 × 2 polynomial 
matrix in (4.9) is a generating matrix of the GRIP (1.1), or equivalently, if
every rational interpolant to (1.1) can be expressed in terms of the linear 
fractional representation formula 
6(a)  = 
+ 
u(a)p(a)  + ' gcd(up + vq ,  A) = 1, (4.10) 
where (p(A), q(A)) and (a(A),/3(A)) are as in Theorem 4.4, and u(A) and 
v(A) are two parameter polynomials, and vice versa. In the next theorem we 
show that the answer to this question is yes. 
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THEOREM 4.6. Under the assumption of Theorem 4.4, the rational 
function ~b(A) = r( A)/f( A) with ged(f, r) = 1 is an interpolant o the GRIP 
(1.1) if, and only if, there exist coprime polynomials u(A), v(A) such that 
(4.10) holds'. 
Proof. Suppose first that ~b(A)= r(A)/f(A) is determined by (4.10), 
where gcd(u, v) = 1. Then we have by (4.6) that 
u( , )~, ( , )  + ~( , )~( , )  
o4 *) - ~(*) = A(,) ,  
u(A)p(A) + v(A)q(A) 
ged(up + vq, A) = 1 
so that ~b(A) satisfies the interpolation conditions (1.2), that is, ~b(A) is a 
rational interpolant to the GRIP (1.1). In addition, it follows from (4.8) that 
q(Z)[u( , ) .~( , )  + .~(,)t3(,~)] - ~( , ) [ . ( , )p (* )  + ~(a)q( , ) ]  
= - ~u( , )  A( , ) ,  
-p ( , ) [ . ( , )~( , )  + ~( , )~( , ) ]  + ,~( , ) [ . ( , )p ( , )  + ~(,)q(*)]  
= - o'v(A) A(A). 
These last relations ensure in turn that r (A)= u(A)a(A)+ v(A)J3(A) and 
f (a )  = u(A)p(A) + v(A)q(A) are coprime under the coprimeness constraints 
that gcd(u, v) = 1 and ged(up + vq, A) = 1. 
Conversely, let ~b(A) = r(A)/f(A)with gcd(f, r) = 1 be an interpolant to 
the GRIP (1.1). It is easy to see that (4.10) holds for a suitable pair of 
polynomials u(A) and v(A) if and only if there exist two polynomials u(A) and 
v(A) such that 
[~(,) ~(,) ][.(,) = Jr(*) p(A) q(A) [v(A)]] [f(A)]" (4.11) 
To  verify that this condition is valid, using (4.8), where 0 4= o" ~ C,  we obtain 
from (4.11) that 
v(A) = o-A(h) -p (* )  =(X) ][f(X) " (4.a2) 
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~b()t) = r (A ) / f (A )  with gcd(f, r) = 1 being an interpolant to the GRIP (1.1), 
there exists a unique polynomial h(A) (not necessarily with deg h < deg f )  
such that f(A)w(A) - r(A) = h(A)A(A). Thus, by (4.6), 
q( ) t ) r ( ) t )  - /3()t)f()t) = q( ) t ) r ( ) t )  - [q(A)o)(A) - 8( A) A( )t) l f(  A) 
= [ f ( ) t )6()t )  - q(iQh(A)] A()t), 
so that u(/k)= -o ' -1[ f ( )0(5( )0-  q(A)h()O] is a polynomial in terms of 
(4.12). In a similar manner, we can show that v(A) determined by (4.12) is 
also a polynomial. Furthermore, the coprimeness of f()t) and r(A) together 
with (4.11) implies the coprimeness of u()t) and v()t), as desired. • 
Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 4.5 now assert that the 2 × 2 nonsingular 
polynomial matrix of the form (4.9) is a generating matrix of column reduced 
form (this means no zeros at infini~). It follows in turn that on leaving out 
the restriction on the McMillan degree n < N for rational interpolants, 
Theorem 4.4 will still be valid. According to the so-called predictable-degree 
property of column reduced polynomial matrices (see e.g. [18, Theorem 
6.3-13]) and the Main Theorem of [6] combined with Theorems 4.4 and 4.6, 
we have the following main result immediately. 
THEOREM 4.7. Under the assumption of Theorem 4.4, we have: 
(a) gcd(odh), p(h)) = 1 if and only if  gcd(p, A) = 1; in this ease, 
a (a ) /p (A)  of (McMiUan) degree n l is an interpolant o the GRIP (1.1). 
(b) I f  n 1 < n 2 and gcd(p, A) = 1, then a(h) /p(h)  is the only inter- 
polant of least degree n l, and the allowable McMillan degrees consist of 
n 1,n2,n 2 + 1, n 2 + 2 , . . . .  
(c) I f  n I = n z or n I < n 2 but p(A) and A(A) are not eoprime, then there 
exists a family of interpolants of least degree n 2, and the allowable McMillan 
degrees consist of  n2, n 2 + 1, n 2 + 2 , . . . .  
Combining Theorem 4.7 with Theorems 4.4 and 4.6, we are now read), to 
write down all rational interpolants o the GRIP (1.1) using the explicit linear 
fractional parameterization. It is convenient to adopt the convention that 
C l(h) = C0(h) in the subsequent formulas. 
THEOREM 4.8. Under the assumption of  Theorem 4.4 on the GRIP (1.1), 
denote further  by ~'* [~"] the set of all [all nonproper ] rational interpolants 
to (1.1) with every allowable McMiUan degree n. Then 
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where ~, is as in Theorem 4.4 but without the restraint hat the McMillan 
degree n therein must be less than N. Moreover, ~" can be parametrized in
terms of the linear fractional representation formula as follows. 
(a) I fn  1 = n 2 (and therefore deg p(~) = n 1 > deg q(,~)), then 
((~, n < n t ,  
~" =/ t  u( , )p( , )  + v(,)q(,)  :"(*) ~ c . . .  ,(,). v(,) ~ c°d , )  
/ (ged(u,v)  =ged(up + vq A) = 1}, n > n 2 . 
(b) I f  n 1 < n 2 and deg p(X) = n 1 (and therefore deg q()0 < n2), then 
((~, n < n 2 , 
"~n t = t (U( / \ )p (}~. )  -~ V( /~)q(* )  :U(}[)  C Cn_n l_ l ( /~) ,  V(/~) ~ C°  nz(/~) 
]~ ged(u,v) =gcd(up +vq,  A) = 1}, n > n 2 • 
(e) I f  n 1 < n~ and deg p(X) < n 1 (and therefore deg q(,,l) =2), then 
'~,  n < n2 ,  n ~ nl, 
I p( . )  : ged( p. a )  = 1 , n = n~. y- 
"] . _ _ (~(X)  + v (* )#(* )  u(*) e C2 ~,(*) v(X) E C,,_,,_~(a) 
t u (a )p(* )  + v(X)q(*)  : - ' 
ged(u,v) = ged(up + vq, A) = 1}, n ___ n 2. 
An immediate corollary of the previous theorem is 
COROLLAt/Y 4.9. Each rational interpolant to the GRIP (1.1) with degree 
n greater than or equal to n 2 can be parametrized in terms of a linear 
fractional function with at most 2n - N + 1 parameters. 
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Recall [20] that a pair of polynomials [r()0, f ( ,D] is said to be a general- 
ized solution to the GRIP  (1.1) if 
r (a )  - f(a) w(a)  mod A(a) ,  
where w(h) and A(A) are as belbre. Also, define the degree of such a 
solution [r, f ]  via deg[ r, f ]  = max{deg r, deg f ) .  
COROLLARY 4.10. Under the assumption tif Theorem 4.4, the set of 
generalized solutions [r(A), f (A)]  to the GRIP (1.1) with eve~j allowable 
degree n has the fi~rm 
{[u(a) . ( , )  + + : 
u(A), v(A) arbitraqt such that deg[uol + v/3, up + vq ] = n}, 
whereas the allowable degrees of generalized solutions to (1.1) consist of 
n~,nl+ 1, n~+2 . . . . .  
In particular, if n 1 < n2, the set of generalized solutions to (1.1) with 
ever~j degree a, n 1 <_ n < n 2, is nonempty and identical with 
p( a ) l :u .  0 of degree n -- ,,,}. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 4.8 and similar arguments to those in the 
proofs of Theorems 4.6 and 4.7. • 
We point out that in case b = 0 ~ C N- 1, it follows from Lemma 2.1 and 
Theorem 3.3 that a rational fimction g()t) with no poles in Yl . . . . .  Y~,, is an 
interpolant o the GRIP  (1.1) if and only if it is of the form 
g(A) = h(A) A(A) + C,o, 
where C m is as in (1.1), and h(A) is a rational fimction with no poles in 
YI . . . . .  Y~,. Therefore, Theorem 4.8 is also true for the ease of b = 0 if we 
take n 1 = 0, n 2 = N, p(A) = 6(X) = 1, q(A) = y(X) = 0 [and therefore, bv 
(4.6), a(X) = w(A) = C10 and /3(A) = -A( )0 ]  therein. 
We remark that in [2, Theorem 2.26], Antoulas and Anderson have given 
a parametrization of all rational interpolants to the GRIP (1.1) of every 
allowable MeMillan degree n by using the Loewner matrix approach, but 
these n's must be less than N. In [6, Main Theorem], Antoulas and Willems 
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deal with the simplest rational interpolation problem, and provide a 
parametrization f all interpolants without the restriction on the McMillan 
degrees by using an elegant method based on the reachability of an appropri- 
ately defined pair of matrices (for the matrix version see [5, 9, 10]). In [19, 
Theorem 6.11] Van Barel and Bultheel have developed an algorithm solving 
the GRIP to write down all interpolants or generalized solutions using a 
parametrization, but only in an implicit, recursive way. However, for some 
applications one may want a closed form, explicit formula in terms of the 
original interpolation data. 
Since our analysis here is independent to a great extent of previously 
found results on Loewner matrices and on GRIPs, it is sometimes possible to 
achieve new results and simplified proofs for some of the well-known results 
mentioned on Loewner matrices and on GRIPs as by-products. In addition to 
Corollaries 3.5 and 4.10, we now give another basic example on the imaginary 
line, which was established in Belevitch [11] for the simplest IVs, and in 
Antoulas and Anderson [2] as the main Lemma 2.5 with a different proof. 
Recall that if the (generalized) Loewner matrix L is of the form (2.3), 
then any submatrix of the form 
L' = (Li j ) ,  Lqj = (lkZ~ p' - l '~j - I  (0 <~ Pi < mi, 0 < ~ < nj) ,  (4.13) 
\ - i j  ] k , l=O - -  - -  - -  
is said to be a (gene__ralized) Loewner submatrix. It is clear that if L associates 
with a GRIP then L in (4.13) associates accordingly with a sub-GRIP of this 
GRIP in terms of Lemma 2.1. 
COROLLARY 4.11. Let c~(A) be a rational interpolant o the GRIP (1.1), 
and let L = L, .(to), where to(A) stands for  the Hermite interpolation 
polynomial of  (~1.'1), and y, z are a pair of  IVs of  Q in (2.5), l yl = m and 
I zl = n. Then L has the property 
rank L = deg th(A) /f m, n > deg ~b(A). (4.14) 
Moreover, L is proper, i.e., all n 1 × n 1 (generalized) Loewner submatrices 
of L are nonsingular. 
Proof. Observe by Theorem 4.7 that either deg ~b(A)= n 1 or deg 
~b(A) > n 2. In case deg ~b(A) = nl, the condition that m, n > deg ~b(A) = 
n 1 (m + n = N)  implies that rank L = deg ~b(A) = n 1 in view of (b) of 
Corollary 3.5. In case deg ~b(A) > n2, the condition that m, n > deg ~b(A) 
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(m + n = N)  ensures that 
n 2 _< deg &( A) _< n <N-deg~b(A)_<N- /12=n, ,  
so that, since n I <ng,  we have deg ~b(A) = n = n I = n 2. Thus, the desired 
result (4.14) follows from (b) of CorollaD' 3.5 again. Finally, if L is an 
/11 X /11 (generalized_) Loewner submatrix of L, then, using (4.14) with 
L, m, n replaced by L, n 1, n~, respectively, we have 
rank L = deg (b()t) =/1~. 
5. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE AND EXAMPLES 
We ,Mll first snmmarize the nonrecursive procedure to follow, according 
to the results covered in previous sections, when solving completely the GRIP 
(1.1). Our main tool here is the Hankel vector rather than the Loewner 
matrix or other structured matrices in interpolation problems. The steps are 
as follows. 
Step 1. Compute A(A) by (2.6). 
Step 2. Determine the Hankel w~etor b = (h o, h 1 . . . . .  hx_2) t  ~ C,~-t  of 
the GRIP (1.1) from the unique solution to Equation (3.10) or 
directly from the fornmla (3.14). In case all r i = 1, the formula 
(',3.15) can apply. 
Step 3. l)etermine the characteristic degrees n~ and n 2 of b ~ C '\ ~ by 
(2.11). 
Step 4. Construct he characteristic poly~lomials p(A) and q(A) of b ~ C x- 
using the procedure described in the second part of Section 2, 
distinguishing two cases according to n 1 = n 2 or n~ < n2- -or  rather, 
if n I = n> choose p(A) and q(A) as a basis of ~, ,+ l ,  and if 
/11 < n2, choose p(A) as a basis of ~,,~+l and then q(A) such that 
p(A), Ap(A) . . . . .  k ''~ "'p(A), q(A) fbrm a basis of A,,~+ l [in ease 
n L = 1, choose q(A) ~ C,,~A) arbitrarily such that p(A), 
Ap(A) . . . . .  A "~ l p(A), q(A) are linearly independent]. Bring (p(A), 
q()t)) to a canonical pair of eharaeteristic polynomials of b ~ C N-i 
such that either p(A) ~ C¢,J()0 and deg q()0 < n2 or deg p(A) < /1~ 
and q()0 ~ C°(a) .  
Step .5. Compute the Hermite interpolation pol~aomial co(A) by (4.5b). 
Define ee(A) and /3(I) via (2.14) and (4.6). 
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Step 6. Find the allowable McMillan degrees of interpolants by Theorem 
4.7. 
Step 7. Construct all corresponding rational interpolants to the GRIP (1.1) 
for every given allowable McMillan degree in terms of Theorem 4.8. 
Notice that if w(A) is known (it is in the case when a simplest rational 
interpolation problem is considered), then in step 2, the vector b will be 
determined by (4.5a). 
The procedure above will now be illustrated in terms of numerical 
examples. 
1 EXAMPLE 5.1 [6]. Let Y1 = 0, Y2 = 1, Y3 = 2, Y4 = -~; Clo = O, C2o = 3, 
C30 = 4, C4o = 2. This is a simplest rational interpolation problem by defini- 
tion. The corresponding polynomials A(A) and w()t) are 
A(A) = A(A - 1)(A - 2)(A - ½), o(A)  = ½A(2A 2 - 92t + 16). 
The Hankel vector b ~ C 3 is 
2 
determined by (4.5a), and by (2.11) 
-i] n 1 =rank  2 = 1, n 2 =4-  1 =3.  3 
SoMng 
 ][plJ =0, 
we have p(A) = A + 1. Since n 1 = 1, we can choose q(A) = -2A  + 1 such 
that p(A), Ap(A), A2p(A), q(A) are linearly independent, and thus p(A) and 
q(A) form a canonical pair of characteristic polynomials for b ~ C 3. 
Define a(A) and fl(A) via (2.14) and (4.6): 
= 6a ,  = A(2x  - - 4 ) .  
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In view of Theorem 4,7, since p(Y~) 4: 0, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, there exist a unique 
minimal  interpolant  of degree 1, namely  
6A 
6m'"(x)  - A +~' deg ~b mi'~ (A)  = n I = 1, 
and interpolants with degree at least n 2 = 3. For  an example,  the family of 
interpolants with degree 4 can be parametr i zed  in terms of the l inear 
fractional representat ion formula 
(u ,A  3 + u.zA 2 + u~A + Uo)6A + (v.,A + Vo)A(2A - 1)(A - 4) 
where firstly u, v must be copr ime,  which is equivalent o 
1,~o ~- u2~,~,  + 1, ,~o~ - , ,o~:~ 4:0  
if v l =~ O, or u ~ C°(A)  a rb i t ra~ if v 1 = 0 (vo 4: 0). The constraint hat 
must also be satisfied: 
u 0 + v 0 4: 0, 
god(up  + vq, A)  = 1 
"2U 3 + 2u 2 q- 21l I + 21t 0 4: V I + Vo, 
8u 3 + 4u 2 + 2u~ + u o 4: 2v  I + vo, u:3 + 2ue + 4u 1 + 8Uo ~ O. 
Moreover,  ~b(A) is p roper  if u ~ C~)(A) and v ~ CI(A); it is nonproper  if 
u ~ C,2(A) and v ~ C°(A).  
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let  Y1 = 0, Y2 1, Y3 = 2; C1o = 0, Coo = 0, Col 1 
C,o2 = 0, Cz3 = 3, Cat ) = 1. Then  
A(A)  = A(A-  1 )4(A-  2) .  
The Hankel  vector  b ~ C 5 and the Hermi te  polynomial  ~o(a) are 
b =( -3 , -  a ~,-2 , -1 ,~)  ~ a~d 
co(A) = -½A(6A 4 - 31A 3 + 58A 2 - 48A + 15), 
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¢(x) = - ½~( ,  - 1) 
u 0 = const, 
where the constraint hat 
. o (~ - 1) + (5~ + 4) 
u0(X-  1)(X 2 -  3A + 1) + (X ~-8A+6) '  
gcd(up + vq, A)  = 1 
must be satisfied, which is equivalent to 
Uo~ +6.  
l EXAMPLE 5.3. Let Y1 = 0, Y2 = 1, Y3 = 2; Clo = 0, C2o = 0, C21 = ~, 
C22 = 0, C23 1 = = ~, C30 1. (The data are the same as those in Example 5.2 
-3  ~ -2  
5 
n 1 = rankH33[b ] = rank -~ -2  - =3 ,  n 2 =6-3  =3.  
-2  -1  
Solving 
-3  -~  -2  -1  
H2, [b lx= 5 3 [x ,  x2 x3 Xn] '=0,  
7 --2 --1 
we can obtain a canonical pair of  characteristic polynomials p(/l), q(A): 
p( , )  = ( ,  - 1 ) (x  ~ - 3A + 1),  q (a )  = x'  - s ,  + 6. 
In view of Theorem 4.7, there exist interpolants with every degree at least 3. 
Define a(X) and /3(X) via (2.14) and (4.6): 
~(,) = _½, ( ,  _ ~)2, 8 (* )  = -½*(*  - 1 ) (5 ,  -4 ) .  
Now consider only, the minimal rational interpolants of degree n = 3. Such 
family can be parametrized in terms of the linear fractional representation 
formula 
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but with C23 = 3 replaced by C2a = ½.) Then 
A(A) = A(A - 1)4(A - 2). 
The Hankel vector b E C 5 is 
i i 3 t 
b = (-=2 0, 4) , =e ,  =z ,  
which was found in Example 3.8 as the vector [), and 
I i] -~  0 - n 1 = rank Haa[b ] = rank 0 2 = 2, 1 :3 n,~ =6-2=4.  
Solving H3a[b]x = 0 and H15[b]x = 0, we obtain 
p( , )  = a ~ - aa + 1, q (a )  = , ,  
forming a canonical pair of characteristic polynomials for b E C 5. 
Compute o~(A), a(A), and /3(A) via (4.5b), (2.14), and (4.6): 
w(A) = ½A( -A  4 + 6A a -  13A e + 13A-5) .  
~(, )  = -{a(a  - 1), ~(a)  = } , (a  - 1 ) (a  ~ - 2a  + 2).  
In view of Theorem 4,7, since gcd(p, A) = 1 and deg p(A) = n 1 = 2, there 
exists a unique minimal interpolant 
I~min (/~) i A(a - 1) 
2 A2-3A+ 1 ' 
deg 6mi"(A) = n~ = 2, 
and interpolants with every degree at least n 2 = 4. Consider first the family 
of interpolants with degree n = 4. Such family can be parametrized in terms 
of the linear fractional representation formula 
(u2A '2 + u~A + u0) - v0(A 2 - 2A + 2) 
~(A)  = -~A( ,  - 1) ( ,~A ~ + <A + Uo) (~ - -3a  + 1) + ~o* '  
v 0 = const, 
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where u(A), v 0 must be coprime, i.e., 
%#0,  
and the constraint hat 
gcd(up + vq, A)  = 1 
must also be satisfied: 
u o ~ O,u z +u 1 +u o 4:Vo, 4u 2 +2u l +u  o 4 = 2v o. 
The family of the interpolants with every degree n >_ 5 can be parametrized 
analogously. 
The authors acknowledge with many thanks the helpful comments and 
suggestions of  the referees. 
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